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C-SETS NEAR AN IDEMPOTENT OF wap-
COPMPACTIFICATION OF A SEMITOPOLOGICAL
SEMIGROUP
M. A. TOOTKABONI, J. KESHAVARZIAN, AND E. BAYATMANESH
Abstract. The natural topology on R was used to defined ultrafilter
near zero by N. Hindman and I. Leader. They showed that a small part
closed to zero like the discrete case has rich combinatorial properties.
In the weakly almost periodic compactification of discrete topological
semigroup S, is denoted by Sw , idempotents can act like zero in (0,+∞).
In fact, for an idempotent e ∈ Sw the collection of all ultrafilters near e
is defined and form a compact subsemigroup of βSd, where Sd is S with
discrete topology. In this paper, we will show that Central set Theorem
holds near an idempotent of the weakly almost periodic compactification
from a discrete semigroup. Also some facts near zero will be state near
an idempotent.
1. Introduction
Let (S,+) be an infinite discrete semigroup. The collection of all ultrafil-
ters on S is called the Stone-Cˇech compactification of S and denoted by βS
where the base for this topological space is {A = {p ∈ βS : A ∈ p} : A ⊆ S}.
There is a unique extension of the operation to βS such that (βS,+) is a
right topological semigroup. In the other words, for each p ∈ βS, the right
translation ρp is continuous where ρp(q) = q + p and also for each x ∈ S,
the left translation λx is continuous where λx(q) = x + q. Given p, q ∈ βS
and A ⊆ S, A ∈ p + q if and only if {x ∈ S : −x + A ∈ q} ∈ p, where
−x+A = {y ∈ S : x+ y ∈ A}. See [12] for an introduction to the algebraic
structure of βS.
Any compact Hausdorff right topological semigroup S has a smallest two
sided ideal, K(S), which is the union of all the minimal right ideal of S
and is also the union of all the minimal left ideal of S. Also an element
x ∈ S is an idempotent if and only if x + x = x and an idempotent x in
K(S) is called minimal idempotent. The collection of all idempotents in S
by E(S). of S. Any minimal left ideal of S contains a minimal idempotent(
L is called minimal left ideal if and only if S + L ⊆ L, whenever S + L =
{x+ y : x ∈ S, y ∈ L}). A subset A of S is called central if and only if there
is some idempotent x ∈ K(βS) such that A ∈ x. In this paper Pf (S) is the
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collection of all nonempty finite subsets of S. Also it should be remembered
that A ⊂ B means A ⊆ B with A 6= B.
Furstenberg defined a central subset of the set N in [9]. Also he showed
that if N is partitioned in to finitely many classes, one of these classes con-
tains a central set. He state the following Theorem:
Theorem 1.1. (The Original Central Sets Theorem) Let l ∈ N and for each
i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , l}, let 〈yi,n〉
∞
n=1 be a sequence in Z. Let C be a central subset
of N. Then there exist sequence 〈an〉
∞
n=1 in N and 〈Hn〉
∞
n=1 in Pf (N) such
that
(1) for all n, maxHn < minHn+1, and
(2) for all F ∈ Pf (N) and all i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , l},
∑
n∈F (an+
∑
t∈Hn
yi,t) ∈ C.
Proof. See Proposition 8.21 in [9]. 
The proof of the Central Sets Theorem by Furstenberg and Katznelson
in [10] was stablished, where it was developed in the context of enveloping
semigroups. At first, V. Bergelson stated the proof of this theorem into a
proof in βS in [5].
The following theorem is the new Central Sets Theorem for commutative
semigroups.
Theorem 1.2. Let (S,+) be a commutative semigroup and let A be a central
subset of S. There exist functions α : Pf (
NS)→ S and H : Pf (
NS)→ Pf (S)
such that
(1) if F,G ∈ Pf (
NS) and F ⊂ G, then maxH(F ) < minH(G), and
(2) whenever m ∈ N, G1, G2, · · · , Gm ∈ Pf (
NS), G1 ⊂ G2 ⊂ · · · ⊂
Gm, and for each i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m}, fi ∈ Gi, one has
∑m
i=1(α(Gi) +∑
t∈H(Gi)
fi(t)) ∈ A.
Proof. See Theorem 14.8.4 in [12]. 
Each set satisfies the conclusion of the Central Sets Theorem is called
C-set.
Let (S,+) be a commutative semigroup and let A ⊆ S. Then A is a J-set
if and only if whenever F ∈ Pf (
NS), there exist a ∈ S and H ∈ Pf (N) such
that for each f ∈ F , a +
∑
t∈H f(t) ∈ A. Now let (S,+) be a semigroup.
A ⊆ S is piecewise syndetic if and only if there exists some G ∈ Pf (S) such
that {−a + (
⋃
t∈G(−t + A)) : a ∈ S} has the finite intersection property.
In other word, A is piecewise syndetic if and only if A ∩ K(βS) 6= ∅ (See
Theorem 4.40 in [12]). A well-known example of J-set, is piecewise syndetic
set (See Theorem 14.8.3 in [12]).
The ultrafilter semigroup (0+,+) of the topological semigroup ((0,∞),+)
consists of all nonprincipal ultrafilters on S = (0,∞) converging to 0 and
is a closed subsemigroup in the Stone-Cˇech compactification βSd of S as
a discrete semigroup. In [13], N. Hindman and I. Leader characterized
the smallest ideal of (0+,+), its closure, and those sets central in (0+,+).
3They derived new combinatorial applications of those sets that are central
in (0+,+). Related topics in [6] and [7] can be found.
In [2], authors defined the concepts of the J-set near zero, C- set near zero
and algebraic properties of this two sets. Also they stated Central Theorem
Set near zero.
Let S be a dense subsemigroup of ((0,∞),+). The set of all sequences
in S converging to 0 is denoted by T0. A ⊆ S is a central set near zero if
and only if there exists an idempotent p in the smallest ideal of 0+(S) with
A ∈ p.
Definition 1.3. Let S be a dense subsemigroup of ((0,∞),+) and let A ⊆
S. Then A is a J-set near zero if and only if whenever F ∈ Pf (T0) and
δ > 0, there exist a ∈ S ∩ (0, δ) and H ∈ Pf (N) such that for each f ∈ F ,
a+
∑
t∈H f(t) ∈ A.
Theorem 1.4. (Central Sets Theorem near zero) Let S be a dense subsemi-
group of ((0,∞),+) and let A be a central subset of S near zero. Then for
each δ ∈ (0, 1), there exist functions αδ : Pf (T0) → S and Hδ : Pf (T0) →
Pf (N) such that
(1) αδ(F ) < δ for each F ∈ Pf (T0),
(2) if F,G ∈ Pf (T0) and F ⊂ G, then maxHδ(F ) < minHδ(G) and
(3) whenever m ∈ N, G1, ..., Gm ∈ Pf (T0), G1 ⊂ G2 ⊂ ... ⊂ Gm, and for
each i ∈ {1, 2, ...,m}, fi ∈ Gi, one has∑m
i=1(αδ(Gi) +
∑
t∈Hδ(Gi)
fi(t)) ∈ A.
Proof. See Theorem 3.5 in [2]. 
Definition 1.5. Let S be a dense subsemigroup of ((0,∞),+) and A ⊆ S.
(a)We say A is a C-set near zero if and only if for each δ ∈ (0, 1), there
exist functions αδ : Pf (T0)→ S and Hδ : Pf (T0)→ Pf (N) such that
(1) αδ(F ) < δ for each F ∈ Pf (T0),
(2) if F,G ∈ Pf (T0) and F ⊂ G, then maxHδ(F ) < minHδ(G) and
(3) whenever m ∈ N, G1, ..., Gm ∈ Pf (T0), G1 ⊂ G2 ⊂ ... ⊂ Gm, and for
each i ∈ {1, 2, ...,m}, fi ∈ Gi, one has∑m
i=1(αδ(Gi) +
∑
t∈Hδ(Gi)
fi(t)) ∈ A.
(b) J0(S) = {p ∈ 0
+(S) : for all A ∈ p, A is a J − set near zero}
They showed that the J0-sets have the partition regular property. So
this guarantees that J0(S) 6= ∅. Also J0(S) is a compact two sided ideal of
0+(S) (See the Definition 3.10 for definitions partition regular and partition
regular property in [12] and see for more details [2]).
2. Preliminary
Let (S,+) be a semitopological semigroup (i.e., for each s ∈ S, λs : S → S
and rs : S → S are continuous, where for each x ∈ S, λs(x) = s + x and
rs(x) = x+ s) with a Hausdorff topology, CB(S) denotes the C
∗-algebra of
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all bounded complex valued continuous functions on S with uniform norm,
and C(S) denotes the algebra of all complex valued continuous functions on
S. A semigroup compactification of S is a pair (ψ,X), where X is a compact,
Hausdorff, right topological semigroup (i.e., for all x ∈ X, rx is continuous)
and ψ : S → X is continuous homomorphism with dense image such that,
for all s ∈ S, the mapping x 7→ ψ(s)x : X → X is continuous, (see Definition
3.1.1 in [4]). Let F be a C∗-subalgebra of CB(S) containing the constant
functions, then the set of all multiplicative means of F (the spectrum of
F), denoted by SF and equipped with the Gelfand topology, is a compact
Hausdorff topological space. Let Rsf = f ◦ rs ∈ F and Lsf = f ◦ λs ∈ F
for all s ∈ S and f ∈ F , and the function
s 7→ (Tµf(s)) = µ(Lsf)
is in F for all f ∈ F and µ ∈ SF , then SF under the multiplication µν =
µ ◦ Tν ( µ, ν ∈ S
F ), furnished with the Gelfand topology, makes (ε, SF )
a semigroup compactification (called the F-compactification) of S, where
ε : S → SF is the evaluation mapping. Also, ε∗ : C(SF ) → F is isometric
isomorphism and fˆ = (ε∗)−1(f) ∈ C(SF ) for f ∈ F is given by fˆ(µ) = µ(f)
for all µ ∈ SF , (for more detail see section 2 in [4]).
A function f ∈ CB(S) is weakly almost periodic if {Rsf : s ∈ S} is weakly
relatively compact in CB(S). The set of all weakly almost periodic functions
on S is denoted by wap(S). The weakly almost periodic compactification of
a semigroup is a compact semitopological semigroup with certain universal
properties relative to the orginal semigroup and is denoted by (ε, Sw), (for
more detail see section 4 in [4]).
For f ∈ wap(S), Z(f) = f−1({0}) is called zero set, and the collection of
all zero sets is denoted by Z(wap(S)), (see section 2 in [11] and [1]).
Definition 2.1. A ⊆ Z(wap(S)) is called a z-filter on wap(S) (or for sim-
plicity z−filter) if,
(i) ∅ /∈ A and S ∈ A,
(ii) if A,B ∈ A, then A
⋂
B ∈ A,
(iii) if A ∈ A, B ∈ Z(wap(S)) and A ⊆ B then B ∈ A.
Because of (iii), (ii) may be replaced by,
(ii)′ If A,B ∈ A, then A ∩B contains a member of A.
For f ∈ wap(S) and ǫ > 0, we define Eǫ(f) = {x ∈ S : |f(x)| ≤ ǫ}.
Every such set is a zero set. Conversely, every zero set is of this form,
Z(g) = Eǫ(ǫ+ |g|). For I ⊆ wap(S), we write E(I) = {Eǫ(f) : f ∈ I, ǫ > 0}.
Finally, for any family A of zero sets, we define E−(A) = {f ∈ wap(S) :
Eǫ(f) ∈ A for each ǫ > 0}. Let A be a z−filter, A is called an e−filter if
E(E−(A)) = A. Hence, A is an e−filter if and only if, whenever Z ∈ A,
there exist f ∈ wap(S) and ǫ > 0 such that Z = Eǫ(f) and Eδ(f) ∈ A for
every δ > 0. If A is a z−ultrafilter then E−(E(A)) is an e−ultrafilter.
5Definition 2.2. Let S be a Hausdorff semitopological semigroup.
(a) The collection of all e−ultrafilters is denoted by E(S) i.e.
E(S) = {p : p is an e− ultrafilter.}.
(b) Define A† = {p ∈ E(S) : A ∈ p} for each A ∈ Z(wap(S)).
(c) For each a ∈ S, define e(a) = { Eǫ(f) : f(a) = 0, ǫ > 0} is an e-ultrafilter.
Remark 2.3. Let A,B ∈ Z(wap(S)) and f, g ∈ wap(S). Then
(1) (A ∩B)† = A† ∩B†.
(2) (A ∪B)† ⊇ A† ∪B†.
(3) Pick x ∈ S and ǫ > 0. Then λ−1x (Eε(f)) = Eε(Lxf).
Theorem 2.4. (1) Pick f ∈ wap(S) and ǫ > 0, then intS(A) = e
−1(A†),
and so e : S → E(S) is continuous.
(2) Pick p ∈ E(S) and A ∈ Z(wap(S)), then the following statements are
equivalent:
(i) p ∈ clE(S)(e(A)),
(ii) for each B ∈ p, intS(B) ∩A 6= ∅,
(iii) for each B ∈ p, B ∩A 6= ∅,
(iv) there exists a z−ultrafilter Ap containing p such that A ∈ Ap.
(3) Pick A,B ∈ Z(wap(S)) such that p ∈ clE(S)(e(A)) ∩ clE(S)(e(B)) and
p ∪ {A,B} has the finite intersection property, then p ∈ clE(S)(e(A ∩B)).
(4) {clE(S)(e(A)) : A ∈ Z(wap(S))} is a base for closed subsets of E(S).
(5) E(S) is a compact Hausdorff space.
(6) e(S) is a dense subset of E(S).
Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 3.3 in [1]. 
Suppose that p, q ∈ E(S) and A ∈ Z(wap(S)). Then, A ∈ p + q if
and only if there exist ǫ > 0 and f ∈ wap(S) such that A = Eǫ(f) and
Eδ(q, f) = {x ∈ S : λ
−1
x (Eδ(f)) ∈ q} ∈ p for each δ > 0. Let p, q ∈ E(S),
then p+ q is an e−ultrafilter ( see Theorem 3.7 in [1]).
Theorem 2.5. E(S) and Sw are topologically isomorphic.
Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 3.8 in [1]. 
Lemma 2.6. Let A ∈ Z(wap(S)) and x ∈ S. Then A ∈ e(x) + p if and
only if λ−1x (A) ∈ p.
Proof. See Lemma 3.9 in [1]. 
Definition 2.7. Let (S,+) be a semitopological semigroup and x ∈ Sw.
We define
x∗ = {p ∈ βSd : x ∈
⋂
A∈p
clSwA}.
Lemma 2.8. Let (S,+) be a semitopological semigroup.
(a) for x ∈ Sw, x∗ is a non empty set.
(b) If τx ⊆ p then p ∈ x
∗, where τx is the collection of all neighberhood of p.
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(c) U is a neighborhood of x if and only if U ∈ p for each p ∈ x∗.
(d) Let A ⊆ S. Then x ∈ clSA if and only if clβSdA ∩ x
∗ 6= ∅.
(e) for each x ∈ Sw, x∗ = {p ∈ βSd : x ⊆ p}.
(f) for each x, y ∈ S, x∗ + y∗ ⊆ (x+ y)∗.
(h) Let e ∈ Sw be an idempotent, then e∗ is a compact subsemigroup of βSd.
Proof. See Lemma 2.2 and 2.3 in [3]. 
Definition 2.9. Let (S,+) be a semitopological semigroup and e be an
idempotent of Sw.
i) A subset A of S is syndetic near e if and only if for each neighborhood
U of e, there exist some F ∈ Pf (U ∩S) and some neighborhood V of e such
that V ⊆
⋃
t∈F (−t+A).
ii) K is the smallest ideal of e∗.
A is a central set near e if and only if there exists an idempotent p ∈ K
such that A ∈ p.
Theorem 2.10. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, e be an idempotent
of Sw, and p ∈ e∗ . The following statements are equivalent.
(a) p ∈ K.
(b) For all A ∈ p, {x ∈ S : −x+A ∈ p} is syndetic near e.
(c) For all r ∈ e∗, p ∈ e∗ + r + p.
Proof. See Theorem 3.4 in [3]. 
Definition 2.11. Let (S,+) be a semitopological semigroup and e be an
idempotent of Sw . A subset B of S is piecewise syndetic near e if and only
if for each neighborhood U of e there exist some F ∈ Pf (U ∩ S) and some
neighborhood V of e such that for each G ∈ Pf (S) and for each neighborhood
O of e there exists x ∈ S ∩O such that (G ∩ V ) + x ⊆
⋃
t∈F (−t+B).
Remark : A subset B of S is piecewise syndetic near e if and only if, for
every neighborhood U of e, there exist G ∈ Pf (U) and neighborhood V of
e such that
{−a+ (
⋃
t∈G
−t+B) : a ∈ V } ∪ e
has the finite intersection property.
Let B ⊆ S that for every neighborhood U of e , there exist G ∈ Pf (U)
and neighborhood V of e such that
{−a+ (
⋃
t∈G
−t+B) : a ∈ V ∩ S} ∪ e
has the finite intersection property. Therefore for each F ∈ Pf (V ) and
neighborhood O of e,
(
⋂
a∈F
(−a+ (
⋃
t∈G
−t+B))) ∩O 6= ∅.
7Therefore there exists x ∈ O such that
x ∈
⋂
a∈F
(−a+ (
⋃
t∈G
−t+B))
and so F + x ⊆
⋃
t∈G−t + B. Thus for each neighborhood O of e and
F ∈ Pf (S) there exists x ∈ O such that
(F ∩ V ) + x ⊆
⋃
t∈G
(−t+B).
So B be piecewise syndetic near e.
Now let B is piecewise syndetic near e. So for each neighborhood U
of e,there exist F ∈ Pf (U) and neighborhood V of e, such that for each
G ∈ Pf (S) and for each neighborhood O of e, there exists x ∈ O that
(G ∩ V ) + x ⊆
⋃
t∈F
(−t+B).
Thus x ∈
⋂
y∈G∩V (−y + (
⋃
t∈F (−t+B))), and so⋂
y∈G∩V
(−y + (
⋃
t∈F
(−t+B))) ∩O 6= ∅.
Therefore
{−a+ (
⋃
t∈G
−t+B) : a ∈ V } ∪ e
has the finite intersection property.
Theorem 2.12. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, e be an idempotent
of Sw, and A ⊆ S. Then K ∩ clβS(A) 6= ∅ if and only if A is piecewise
syndetic near e.
Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 3.6 in [3]. 
3. Combinatorial concepts near an idempotent
In this section, (S,+) is a commutative semigroup. We define concepts
of the J-set near an idempotent and C-set near an idempotent in the wap-
compactification of semitopological semigroup. Also we state Central Sets
of Theorem near an idempotent.
Let A ⊆ N, then ordinary upper density of A is
d(A) = lim sup
n→∞
|A ∩ {1, 2, ..., n}|
n
.
Definition 3.1. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, x ∈ Sw and
f : N → S be a function. We say d − limn∈N f(n) = x, if and only if
for every U ∈ x, d({n : f(n) ∈ U}) > 0. We define Tx = {f ∈
N S :
d− limn∈N f(n) = x}.
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Definition 3.2. Let (S,+) be a semitopological semigroup, A ⊆ S, and
x ∈ clSwA. We say that A is a J−set near x if and only if whenever
F ∈ Pf (Tx), for all U ∈ x there exist a ∈ U and H ∈ Pf (N) such that for
each f ∈ F , a+
∑
t∈H f(t) ∈ A.
Lemma 3.3. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, e an be idempotent of
Sw, and A ⊆ S be a J-set near e. Whenever m ∈ N and F ∈ Pf (Te), for
each U ∈ e there exist a ∈ U and H ∈ Pf (N) such that minH > m and for
each f ∈ F , a+
∑
t∈H f(t) ∈ A.
Proof. The proof is similar to Lemma 14.8.2 in [12]. 
Theorem 3.4. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, e be an idempotent of
Sw, and A be a subset of S. If A is a piecewise syndetic near e, then A is
a J-set near e.
Proof. Let F ∈ Pf (Te), let l = |F |, and enumerate F as {f1, · · · , fl}. Let
Y = ×lt=1e
∗. Then by Theorem 2.22 in [12], Y is a compact right topological
semigroup and if ~s ∈ ×lt=1S, then λ~s is continuous. For i ∈ N and U ∈ e, let
Ii,U =
{(
a+
∑
t∈H f1(t), · · · , a+
∑
t∈H fl(t)
)
: a ∈ U,H ∈
Pf (N), and minH > i
}
and let Ei,U = Ii,U ∪ {(a, · · · , a) : a ∈ U}.
Let E =
⋂
i∈N,U∈eEi,U and let I =
⋂
i∈N,U∈e Ii,U . It is obvious that E ⊆ Y
and I ⊆ Y . We claim that E is a subsemigroup of Y and I is an ideal of
E. To this end, let p, q ∈ E. We show that p+ q ∈ E and if either p ∈ I or
q ∈ I, then p+q ∈ I. Pick U ∈ e, thenW = clβSdU is an open neighborhood
of p + q and let i ∈ N. Since ρq is continuous, pick a neighborhood V of p
such that V + q ⊆ W . Pick ~x ∈ Ei,U ∩ V with ~x ∈ Ii,U if p ∈ I. If x ∈ Ii,U
so that ~x = (a+
∑
t∈H f1(t), · · · , a+
∑
t∈H fl(t)) for some a ∈ U and some
H ∈ Pf (N) with minH > i, let j = maxH. Otherwise, let j = i. Since
λ~x is continuous, pick a neighborhood Q of q such that ~x + Q ⊆ W . Pick
~y ∈ Ej,U ∩W with ~y ∈ Ij,U if q ∈ I. Then ~x + ~y ∈ Ei,U ∩W and if either
p ∈ I or q ∈ I, then ~x+ ~y ∈ Ii,U ∩W .
By Theorem 2.23 in [12], K(Y ) = ×lt=1K(e
∗). Pick by Theorem 2.12
some p ∈ K(e∗) ∩ A. Then p = (p, · · · , p) ∈ K(Y ). We claim that p ∈ E.
To see this, let U be a neighborhood of p, let i ∈ N, and pick C1, · · · , Cl ∈ p
such that ×lt=1Ct ⊆ U . Pick a ∈
⋂l
t=1 Ct. Then a = (a, · · · , a) ∈ W ∩ Ei,U .
Thus p ∈ K(Y ) ∩ E and consequently K(Y ) ∩ E 6= ∅. Then by Theorem
1.65 in [12], we have that K(E) = K(Y ) ∩ E and so p ∈ K(E) ⊆ I. Then
I1,U ∩ ×
l
t=1A 6= ∅ for each U ∈ e, so pick ~z ∈ I1,U ∩ ×
l
t=1A and pick a ∈ U
and H ∈ Pf (N) such that
~z =
(
a+
∑
t∈H
f1(t), · · · , a+
∑
t∈H
fl(t)
)
.

9Theorem 3.5 (Central sets Theorem near an idempotent). Let S be a
semitopological semigroup and e be an idempotent of Sw. Let A be a central
subset of S near e. Then for U ∈ e, there exist functions αU : Pf (Te) → S
and HU : Pf (Te)→ Pf (N) such that
(1) αU (F ) ∈ U for each F ∈ Pf (Te),
(2) if F,G ∈ Pf (Te) and F ⊂ G, then maxHU(F ) < minHU(G), and
(3) whenever m ∈ N, G1, · · · , Gm ∈ Pf (Te), G1 ⊂ G2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Gm, and
for each i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m}, fi ∈ Gi, one has
m∑
i=1
(
αU (Gi) +
∑
t∈HU (Gi)
fi(t)
)
∈ A.
Proof. Pick a minimal idempotent p of e∗ such that A ∈ p. Let A∗ = {x ∈
A : −x + A ∈ p}, so A∗ ∈ p. Also by Lemma 4.14 in [12], if x ∈ A∗, then
−x+A∗ ∈ p.
We define αU (F ) ∈ S and HU(F ) ∈ Pf (N) for F ∈ Pf (Te) and U ∈ e. By
induction on |F | satisfying the following inductive hypotheses:
(1) αU (G) ∈ U for each G ∈ e,
(2) if F,G ∈ Pf (Te) and F ⊂ G, then maxHU(F ) < minHU(G), and
(3) whenever m ∈ N, G1, · · · , Gm ∈ Pf (Te), G1 ⊂ G2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Gm, and
for each i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m}, fi ∈ Gi, one has
m∑
i=1
(
αU (Gi) +
∑
t∈HU (Gi)
fi(t)
)
∈ A∗.
Assume that F = {f}. Since A∗ is piecewise syndetic near e, pick by
Theorem 3.4, for U ∈ e, a ∈ S∩U and L ∈ Pf (N) such that a+
∑
t∈L f(t) ∈
A∗. Let αU ({f}) = a and HU ({f}) = L.
Let |F | > 1, αU (G) and HU (G) have been defined for all proper subsets
G of F and for each U ∈ e. Pick U , and let
KU =
⋃
{HU (G) : G is a non-empty proper subset of F}
and let m = maxKU . Let
MU =
{ n∑
i=1
(
αU (Gi) +
∑
t∈HU (Gi)
fi(t)
)
: n ∈ N, ∅ 6= G1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Gn ⊂ F,
and {fi}
n
i=1 ∈ ×
n
i=1Gi
}
.
Then MU is finite and by hypothesis (3), MU ⊆ A
∗. Let B = A∗ ∩⋂
x∈MU
(−x + A∗). Then B ∈ p so pick by Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.3,
a ∈ S ∩ U and L ∈ Pf (N) such that a+
∑
t∈L f(t) ∈ B for each f ∈ F . Let
αU (F ) = a and HU(F ) = L.
The hypothesis (1) is obvious. Since minL > m, we have the hypoth-
esis (2) is satisfied. To verify hypothesis (3), pick U ∈ e and n ∈ N, let
∅ ⊂ G1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Gn = F , and let {fi}
n
i=1 ∈ ×
n
i=1Gi. If n = 1, then
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αU (G1) +
∑
t∈HU (G1)
f1(t) = a +
∑
t∈L f1(t) ∈ B ⊆ A
∗. So assume that
n > 1 and let y =
∑n−1
i=1
(
αU (Gi) +
∑
t∈HU (Gi)
fi(t)
)
. Then y ∈ MU so
a+
∑
t∈L f1(t) ∈ B ⊆ (−y+A
∗) and thus
∑n
i=1
(
αU (Gi)+
∑
t∈HU (Gi)
fi(t)
)
=
y + a+
∑
t∈L f1(t) ∈ A
∗ as required. 
In the end of this section, we introduce the C-set near an idempotent.
The C-sets are sets satisfying the conclusion of the Central Sets Theorem.
Definition 3.6. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, A ⊆ S, e be an
idempotent of Sw, and e ∈ clSwA. We say A is a C-set near e if and only if
for U ∈ e, there exist functions αU : Pf (Te)→ S and HU : Pf (Te)→ Pf (N)
such that
(1) αU (F ) ∈ U , for each F ∈ Pf (Te),
(2) if F,G ∈ Pf (Te) and F ⊂ G, then maxHU(F ) < minHU(G) and
(3) whenever m ∈ N, G1, · · · , Gm ∈ Pf (Te), G1 ⊂ G2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Gm, and
for each i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m}, fi ∈ Gi, one has
m∑
i=1
(
αU (Gi) +
∑
t∈HU (Gi)
fi(t)
)
∈ A.
4. The noncommutative semigroup and central sets theorem near
an idempotent
In this section, (S,+) is noncommutative semigroup. We will introduce
some of the algebraic properties of the the J-set near an idempotent and
C-set near an idempotent. Also, we generalize the Central Sets Theorem
near zero (Theorem 3.5) to arbitrary semigroups.
Definition 4.1. Φ is the set of all functions f : N→ N for which f(n) < n
for each n ∈ N.
Definition 4.2. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, and pick m ∈ N.
We define
Vm = {×
m
i=1Hi ∈ Pf (N)
m : if m > 1, 1 ≤ t ≤ m− 1,
then maxHt < minHt+1},
Jm = {×
m
i=1t(i) ∈ N
m : t(1) < · · · < t(m)},
and
SmU = S
m ∩ Um
for U ∈ e.
Definition 4.3. Let S be a semitoplogical semigroup and e be an idempo-
tent of Sw.
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Given m ∈ N, U ∈ e, a ∈ Sm+1U , t ∈ Jm, and f ∈ Te, define
x(m,a, t, f) = a(m+ 1) +
m∑
j=1
a(j) + f(t(j)).
Definition 4.4. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, e be an idempotent
of Sw, A ⊆ S, and e ∈ clSwA.
(a) A is a J-set near e if and only if for each F ∈ Pf (Te) and for each
U ∈ e there exist m ∈ N, a ∈ Sm+1U , and t ∈ Jm such that for each f ∈ F ,
x(m,a, t, f) ∈ A.
b) Je(S) = {p ∈ e
∗ : for all A ∈ p,A is a J − set near e}.
Lemma 4.5. Let S be a commutative semitopological semigroup, e be an
idempotent of Sw, A ⊆ S, and e ∈ clSwA. Then A is a J-set near e if and
only if for each F ∈ Pf (Te) and for each U ∈ e there exist m ∈ N, a ∈ S
m+1
U ,
and t ∈ Jm such that for each f ∈ F , x(m,a, t, f) ∈ A.
Proof. The sufficiency of the statement for J-set near e is trivial. Assume
that A is a J-set near e. Pick F ∈ Pf (Te) and U ∈ e. Pick c ∈ N and for
f ∈ F , define gf ∈ Te by gf (n) = f(n + c). Pick b ∈ S and H ∈ Pf (N)
such that for each f ∈ F , b +
∑
t∈H gf (t) ∈ A. Let m = |H|, and let
t =
(
t(1), · · · , t(m)
)
enumerate H in increasing order, let a(1) = b and for
j ∈ {2, · · · ,m+ 1}, let a(j) = c. Then the proof is complete. 
Definition 4.6. Let S be a semitopological semigroup and e be an idem-
potent of Sw, A ⊆ S, and e ∈ clSwA. We say A is C-set near e if and only
if for each U ∈ e, there exist mU : Pf (Te) → N, αU ∈ ×F∈Pf(Te)S
mU (F )+1
U ,
and τU ∈ ×F∈Pf (Te)JmU (F ) such that
(1) if F,G ∈ Pf (Te) and F ⊂ G then τU(F )(mU (F )) < τU(G)(1) for each
U ∈ e, and
(2) whenever n ∈ N, G1, · · · , Gn ∈ Pf (Te), G1 ⊂ G2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Gn, and for
each i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, fi ∈ Gi, one has
n∑
i=1
x(mU (Gi), αU (Gi), τU (Gi), fi) ∈ A.
Lemma 4.7. Let S be a commutative semitopological semigroup and e be
an idempotent of Sw, let A ⊆ S, and e ∈ clSwA. Then A is a C−set
near e if and only if for each U ∈ e, there exist mU : Pf (Te) → N, αU ∈
×F∈Pf(Te)S
mU (F )+1
U , and τU ∈ ×F∈Pf (Te)JmU (F ) such that
(1) if F,G ∈ Pf (Te) and F ( G then τU (F )(mU (F )) < τU (G)(1) for each
U ∈ e, and
(2) whenever n ∈ N, G1, · · · , Gn ∈ Pf (Te), G1 ⊂ G2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Gn, and for
each i ∈ {1, ..., n}, fi ∈ Gi, one has
n∑
i=1
x(mU (Gi), αU (Gi), τU (Gi), fi) ∈ A.
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Proof. For the statement about C−sets near e the sufficiency is trivial. For
the necessity, pick αU : Pf (Te) → S and HU : Pf (Te) → Pf (N) for each
U ∈ e as guaranteed by (1) and (2) . Now pick c ∈ N and for f ∈ Te define
gf ∈ Te by gf (s) = f(s+c), for s ∈ N. For F ∈ Pf (Te), we define inductively
on |F | a set K(F ) ∈ Pf (Te) such that
(1) {gf : f ∈ F} ⊆ K(F ) and
(2) if ∅ 6= G ⊂ F , then K(G) ⊂ K(F ).
If F = {f}, let K(F ) = {gf}. Now let |F | > 1 and K(G) has been defined
for all proper nonempty subsets of F . Pick
h ∈ Te \
⋃
{K(G) : ∅ 6= G ⊂ F}
and let
K(F ) = {h} ∪ {gf : f ∈ F} ∪
⋃
{K(G) : ∅ 6= G ⊂ F}
Now for each U ∈ e, we define mU : Pf (Te)→ N, α
′
U ∈ ×F∈Pf(Te)S
mU (F )+1,
and τU ∈ ×F∈Pf (Te)JmU (F ). Let F ∈ Pf (Te) be given and let mU (F ) =
|HU(K(F ))|. Define α
′
U (F ) ∈ S
mU (F )+1, for j ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,mU (F ) + 1},
α′U (F )(j) = αU (K(F )) if j = 1 and α
′
U (F )(j) = c if j > 1. Let τU (F ) =
(τU (F )(1), · · · , τ(F )(mU (F ))) enumerateHU(K(F )) in increasing order. We
need to show that
(a) if F,G ∈ Pf (Te) and F ⊂ G, then τU (F )(mU (F )) < τU (G)(1) for each
U ∈ e, and
(b) whenever n ∈ N, G1, · · · , Gn ∈ Pf (Te), G1 ⊂ G2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Gn, and for
each i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, fi ∈ Gi, one has
n∑
i=1
x(mU (Gi), α
′
U (Gi), τU (Gi), fi) ∈ A.
To verify (a), let F,G ∈ Pf (Te) with F ⊂ G, then K(F ) ⊂ K(F ), and so
τU(F )(mU (F )) = maxHU (K(F )) < minHU(K(G)) = τU (G)(1).
To verify (b), let n ∈ N, G1, · · · , Gn ∈ Pf (Te), G1 ⊂ G2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Gn, and for
each i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, let fi ∈ Gi. Then K(G1) ⊂ K(G2) ⊂ · · · ⊂ K(Gn), and
for each fi ∈ Gi, gfi ∈ K(Gi) so
∑n
i=1(αU (K(Gi)))+
∑
t∈HU (K(Gi))
gfi(t)) ∈
A and
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n∑
i=1
(αU (K(Gi)) +
∑
t∈HU (K(Gi))
gfi(t))
=
n∑
i=1
(αU (K(Gi)) +
mU (Gi)∑
j=1
(fi(τU (Gi)(j)) + c))
=
n∑
i=1
(
mU (Gi)∑
j=1
(α′U (Gi)(j) + (fi(τU (Gi)(j))) + α
′
U (Gi)(mU (Gi) + 1))
=
n∑
i=1
x(mU (Gi), α
′
U (Gi), τU (Gi), fi).

Lemma 4.8. Let S be a commutative semitopological semigroup, e be an
idempotent of Sw, A ⊆ S, and e ∈ clSwA. Let A be a J-set near e in
S, then for each F ∈ Pf (Te), each U ∈ e and each n ∈ N, there exist
m ∈ N, a ∈ Sm+1U , and y ∈ Jm such that y(1) > n and for each f ∈ F ,
x(m,a, y, f) ∈ A.
Proof. Pick F ∈ Pf (Te), U ∈ e and n ∈ N. For each f ∈ F define gf ∈ Te
for u ∈ N, by gf (u) = f(u + n). Pick m ∈ N, a ∈ S
m+1
U and t ∈ Jm such
that for each f ∈ F , x(m,a, t, gf ) ∈ A. Define y ∈ Jm by y(i) = n+ t(i) for
i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m}. Then y(1) > 1 and for each f ∈ F , x(m,a, y, f) ∈ A. 
Lemma 4.9. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, e be an idempotent of
Sw, A ⊆ S, and e ∈ clSwA. Pick U ∈ e, and let m, r ∈ N, let a ∈ S
m+1
U , let
t ∈ Jm, and for each y ∈ N, let cy ∈ S
r+1
U and zy ∈ Jr be a such that for
each y ∈ N, zy(r) < zy+1(1). Then there exist u ∈ N, d ∈ S
u+1
U , and q ∈ Ju
such that for each f ∈ Te,
(
m∑
j=1
a(j) + x(r, ct(j), zt(j), f)) + a(m+ 1) = x(u, d, q, f).
Proof. See Lemma 14.14.5 in [12]. 
Lemma 4.10. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, e be an idempotent of
Sw, A1 and A2 be subsets of S, e ∈ clSwA1, and e ∈ clSwA2. If A1 ∪ A2 is
a J-set near e, then either A1 is a J-set near e or A2 is a J-set near e.
Proof. The proof is similar to Lemma 14.14.6 in [12]. 
Theorem 4.11. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, e be an idempotent
of Sw, A ⊆ S, and e ∈ clSwA. Then Je(S) is a compact two sided ideal of
βS.
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Proof. By Lemma 4.10, trivially Je(S) is a nonempty closed subset of βS.
Let p ∈ Je(S) and let q ∈ βS. We show q + p ∈ Je(S) and p+ q ∈ Je(S).
To see q + p ∈ Je(S), let A ∈ q + p and let F ∈ Pf (Te). Then {b ∈ S :
−b+ A ∈ p} ∈ q so pick b ∈ S such that −b + A ∈ p. Pick m ∈ N, U ∈ e,
a ∈ Sm+1U , and t ∈ Jm such that for f ∈ F , x(m,a, t, f) ∈ −b+ A. Define
c ∈ Sm+1U by c(1) = b+ a(1) and c(j) = a(j) for j ∈ {2, 3, ...,m + 1}. Then
for each f ∈ F , x(m, c, t, f) ∈ A.
To see p+q ∈ Je(S), let A ∈ p+q and let B = {x ∈ S : −x+A ∈ q}. Then
B ∈ p so for F ∈ Pf (Te) and U ∈ e, pick m ∈ N, a ∈ S
m+1
U , and t ∈ Jm such
that for f ∈ F , x(m,a, t, f) ∈ B. Then
⋂
f∈F (−x(m,a, t, f)+A) ∈ q so pick
b ∈
⋂
f∈F −x(m,a, t, f) + A. Define c ∈ S
m+1
U by c(m + 1) = a(m + 1) + b
and c(j) = a(j) for j ∈ {1, 2, ...,m}. Then for f ∈ F , x(m, c, t, f) ∈ A. 
Theorem 4.12. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, e be an idempotent
of Sw, A ⊆ S, and e ∈ clSwA, A ⊆ S, and e ∈ clSwA. Then A ∩ Je(S) 6= ∅
if and only if A is a J-set near e.
Proof. The necessity is trivial. By Lemma 4.10, J-sets are partition regular.
So, if A is a J-set near e, by Theorem 3.11 in [12] , there is some p ∈ βS
such that A ∈ p and for every B ∈ p, B is a J-set near e. 
Corollary 4.13. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, e be an idempotent
of Sw, A ⊆ S, e ∈ clSwA, and A be a piecewise syndetic near e subset of S.
Then A is a J-set near e.
Proof. By Theorem 2.22, A∩K(e∗) 6= ∅. SinceK(e∗) ⊆ Je(S), so A∩Je(S) 6=
∅ so by Theorem 4.12, A is a J-set near e. 
Theorem 4.14. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, e be an idempotent
of Sw, A ⊆ S, and e ∈ clSwA. If there is an idempotent in A ∩ Je(S), then
A is a C-set near e.
Proof. See Theorem 14.14.9 in [12]. 
Corollary 4.15. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, e be an idempotent
of Sw, A ⊆ S, e ∈ clSwA, and A ⊆ S be a central set near e in S. Then A
is a C-set near e.
Proof. It is obvious. 
The following theorem is the Central sets Theorem near an idempotent
for arbitrary semigroup.
Theorem 4.16. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, e be an idempotent
of Sw, A ⊆ S, and e ∈ clSwA. Let A be a central set near e in S, and
let 〈yl,n〉
∞
n=1 be a sequence in S for each l ∈ N. Given l,m ∈ N, U ∈ e,
a ∈ Sm+1U , and H ∈ Vm, let
w(a,H, l) = a(m+ 1) +
∑m
i=1(a(i) +
∑
t∈H(i) yl,t).
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Then there exist sequences 〈m(n)〉∞n=1, 〈an〉
∞
n=1, and 〈Hn〉
∞
n=1 such that
(1) for each n ∈ N, m(n) ∈ N, a(n) ∈ S
m(n)+1
U , Hn ∈ Vm(n), and
maxHn,m(n) < minHn+1,1, and
(2) for each f ∈ Φ, FS(〈w(an,Hn, f(n))〉
∞
n=1 ⊆ A.
Proof. The proof is similar to theorem 14.15 in [12]. 
Lemma 4.17. Let R be a set, let (D,≤) be a directed set, and let S be a
semitopological subsemigroup of (T,+). Let {Ti}i∈D be a decreasing family
of nonempty subsets of S such that
1) e ∈ clTwTi,
2)
⋂
i∈D Ti = ∅, and
3) for each i ∈ D and each x ∈ Ti there is some j ∈ D such that x+Tj ⊆
Ti.
Let T =
⋂
i∈D clβSdTi. Then T is a compact subsemigroup of e
∗(S). Let
{Ei}i∈D and {Ii}i∈D be decreasing families of nonempty subsets of ×t∈JS
with the following properties:
(a) for each i ∈ D, Ii ⊆ Ei ⊆ ×t∈JTi,
(b) for each i ∈ D and each ~x ∈ Ii there exists j ∈ D such that ~x+Ej ⊆ Ii,
and
(c) for each i ∈ D and each ~x ∈ Ei \ Ii there exists j ∈ D such that
~x+ Ej ⊆ Ei and ~x+ Ij ⊆ Ii.
Let Y = ×t∈Je
∗(S), let E =
⋂
i∈D clY Ei, and let I =
⋂
i∈D clY Ii. Then
E is a subsemigroup of ×t∈JT and I is an ideal of E. If, in addition, either
(d) for each i ∈ D, Ti = S and {a ∈ S : a /∈ Ei} is not piecewise syndetic
near zero, or
(e) for each i ∈ D and each a ∈ Ti , a ∈ Ei,
then given any p ∈ K(T ), one has p ∈ E ∩K(×t∈JT ) = K(E) ⊆ I.
Proof. By Theorem 4.20 in [12], T is a subsemigroup of e∗(S). For the proof
that E is a subsemigroup of ×t∈JT and I is an ideal of E, see the proof of
Lemma 14.9 in [12].
To complete the proof, assume that (d) or (e) holds. It suffices to establish
if p ∈ K(T ), then p ∈ E. (∗)
Indeed, assume we have established (∗). Then p ∈ E ∩ ×t∈JK(T ) and
×t∈JK(T ) = K(×t∈JT ) by Theorem 2.23 in [12]. Then by Theorem 1.65 in
[12], K(E) = E ∩K(×t∈JT ) and, since I is an ideal of E, K(E) ⊆ I.
To establish (∗), let p ∈ K(T ) be given. To see that p ∈ E, let i ∈ D be
given and let U be a neighborhood of p. Pick F ∈ Pf (R) and for each t ∈ F
pick some At ∈ p such that
⋂
t∈F π
−1
t [clβSdAt] ⊆ U , where πt is projection
for t ∈ R.
Assume now that (d) holds. Since p ∈ K(e∗(S)) and {a ∈ S : a /∈ Ei} is
not piecewise syndetic near e, so by Theorem 2.4, {a ∈ S : a /∈ Ei} /∈ p and
hence {a ∈ S : a ∈ Ei} ∈ p. Now pick a ∈
(⋂
t∈F At
)
∩ {a ∈ S : a ∈ Ei}.
Then a ∈ U ∩ Ei.
If (e) holds, see the proof of Lemma 14.9 in [12]. 
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Theorem 4.18. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, e be an idempotent
of Sw, A ⊆ S, and e ∈ clSwA. Then A is a C-set near e if and only if there
is an idempotent in A ∩ Je(S).
Proof. The sufficiency is obvious, by Theorem 4.14.
Pick U ∈ e there exist mU : Pf (Te)→ N, αU ∈ ×F∈Pf(Te)S
mU (F )+1 , and
τU ∈ ×F∈Pf (Te)JmU (F ) as for each U ∈ e guaranteed by the fact that A is a
C-set near e. For F ∈ Pf (Te) and k ∈ N define
TF,U = {
∑n
i=1 x(mU (Fi), αU (Fi), τU (Fi), fi) : n ∈ N,∀Fi ∈ Pf (Te), F1 (
F2 ( · · · ( Fn, and for each i ∈ {1, 2, ..., }, fi ∈ Fi}.
It is obvious that if F,G ∈ Pf (Te), then TF∪G,U ⊆ TF,U ∩ TG,U for each,
U ∈ e so TU =
⋂
F∈Pf (Te)
TF,U is a non-empty set for each U ∈ e. Pick
U ∈ e, we show TU is a subsemigroup of e
∗.
For this it suffices by Theorem 4.20 in [12], we show that for all F ∈ Pf (Te)
and all u ∈ TF,U , there is some G ∈ Pf (Te) such that u+TG,U ⊆ TF,U . So let
F ∈ Pf (Te) and u ∈ TF,U be given. Pick n ∈ N, strictly increasing {Fi}
n
i=1
in Pf (Te) such that F ⊂ F1, and f ∈ ×
n
i=1Fi such that
u =
n∑
i=1
x(mU (Fi), αU (Fi),HU (Fi), fi).
Then u+TFn,U ⊆ TF,U . Therefore for each U ∈ e, TU is a compact subsemi-
group of e∗(S).
Now for some U ∈ e, we show that K(TU ) ⊆ A ∩ Je(S) so that any
idempotent in K(TU ) establishes the theorem. We have that each TF,U ⊆ A
so TU ⊆ A. Let p ∈ K(TU ). We need to show that p ∈ Je(S), so let B ∈ p.
We shall show that B is a J-set near e. So let F ∈ Pf (Te). We shall produce
v ∈ N, c ∈ Sv+1U , and t ∈ Jv such that for each f ∈ F , x(v, c, t, f) ∈ B.
We apply Lemma 4.17 with J = F and D = {G ∈ Pf (Te) : F ⊆ G}. For
U ∈ e note that TU =
⋂
G∈D TG,U as in lemma 4.17 for G ∈ D, we shall
define a subset IG,U of ×f∈FTG,U as follows let ~w ∈ ×f∈FTG then ~w ∈ IG,U
if and only if there is some n ∈ N−{1} such that there exist C1, C2, 〈Gi〉
n
i=1
and η such that
(1) C1 and C2 are disjoint nonempty sets and {1, 2, ..., n} = C1 ∪ C2
(2) 〈Gi〉
n
i=1 is strictly increasing in Pf (Te) with G ⊂ G1, and
(3) η ∈ ×i∈C1Gi,
and for each f ∈ F , if γf ∈ ×
n
i=1Gi is defined by
γf (i) =
{
η(i) if i ∈ C1
f if i ∈ C2
then ~w(f) =
∑n
i=1 x(mU (Gi), αU (Gi), τU (Gi), γf (i)). For U ∈ e and G ∈ D
note that IG,U 6= ∅ and let EG,U = IG,U
⋃
{b¯ : b ∈ TG,U}, we claim that
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〈EG,U 〉G∈D and 〈IG,U 〉G∈D satisfy statements (a), (b), (c) and (e) of lemma
3.19 statements (a) and (e) hold trivially.
To verify (b), for U ∈ e, let G ∈ D and ~w ∈ IG,U pick, n,C1, C2, < Gi >
n
i=1
and η as guaranteed by the fact that ~w ∈ IG,U . We claim that for U ∈ e,
~w + EGn,U ⊆ IG,U . So let ~z ∈ EGn,U . Assume first that ~z = {b} for some
b ∈ TGn,U . Pick n
′ ∈ N, strictly increasing 〈Fi〉
n′
i=1 in Pf (Te) with Gn ⊂ F1,
and η
′
∈ ×ni=1Fi such that
b =
n∑
i=1
x(mU (Fi), αU (Fi), τU (Fi), η
′
(i)).
let C ′′1 = C1 ∪ {n + 1, n+ 2, ..., n + n
′} and for i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n + n
′
} and
Li =
{
Gi if i ≤ n
Fi−n if i > n.
define η
′′
∈ ×
i∈G
′′
1
Li by for i ∈ C
′′
1 ,
η
′′
(i) =
{
η(i) if i ≤ n
η
′
(i− n) if i > n.
Then n+ n′ , C ′′1 , C
′′
2 , 〈Gi〉
n+n′
i=1 , and η
′′ establish that ~w + ~z ∈ IG,U .
To verify (c), for U ∈ e, let G ∈ D and let ~w ∈ EG,U \ IG,U . Pick
b ∈ TG,U such that ~w = b¯. Pick U ∈ e and n ∈ N, strictly increas-
ing < Gi >
n
i=1 in Pf (Te) with G ( G1, and η ∈ ×
n
i=1Gi such that b =∑n
i=1 x(mU (Gi), αU (Gi), τU (Gi), η(i)) then as above one has that ~w+EGn,U ⊆
EG,U and ~w + IGn,U ⊆ IG,U .
We then have by Lemma 4.17 that p¯ ∈
⋂
G∈D IG,U . Now ×f∈F B¯ is
neighbohood of p¯ so pick ~w ∈ IF,U ∩
∏
f∈F B¯ pick n,C
′′
1 , C
′′
2 , 〈Gi〉
n
i=1 and
η ∈ ×i∈C1Gi as guaranteed by the fact that ~w ∈ IF,U . Let r = |G2| and let
h1, h2, ..., hr be the elements of C2 listed of C2 listed in increasing order. Let
U ∈ e and v =
∑r
i=1mU (Ghi). If h = 1, let C(1) = αU (G1)(1). If h1 > 1,
let
C(1) =
h1−1∑
i=1
x(mU (Gi), αU (Gi), τU (Gi), η(i)) + αU (Gh1)(1)
for 1 < j ≤ mU (Gh1). Let C(j) = αU (Gh1)(j) and for 1 ≤ j ≤ mU(Gh1) let
µ(j) = τU (Gh1)(j).
Now for U ∈ e, let s ∈ {1, 2, ..., r − 1} and let u =
∑s
i=1mU (Ghi).
If hs+1 = hs + 1 let C(u + 1) = αU (Ghs)(mU (Ghs) + αU (Ghs+1
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hs+1 > hs + 1, let
C(u+ 1) = αU (Ghs)(mU (Ghs) + 1)
+ (
hs+1−1∑
i=hs+1
x(mU (Gi), αU (Gi), τU (Gi), η(i))) + αU (Ghs+1)(1)
And for u < j ≤
∑s+1
i=1 mU (Ghi), let µ(j) = τU (Ghs+1)(j − u).
If hr = n, let C(v+1) = αU (Gn)(mU (Gn) + 1). If hr < n, let C(v+1) =
αU (Ghr)(mU (Ghr) + 1) +
∑n
i=hr+1
(x(mU (Gi), αU (Gi), τU (Gi), η(i))). Then
c ∈ Sv+1U , M ∈ lv and for each f ∈ F , x(v, c, µ, f) ∈ B as required. 
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